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You Will Need
• Garment Rolling Rack
• Matching Hangers
• Dress/Shirt Hangers
• Pant/Skirt Hangers
• Velvet Hangers are also popular
• Cardboard Boxes 
 (for shoes, bags & jewelry)
• Garbage Bags (for clothing)
• Cleaning supplies

Create These Piles

GIVE YOURSELF A FULL ONE TO TWO DAYS TO 
COMPLETE YOUR CLOSET EDITING PROCESS. 
CLOSET EDITING MEANS GOING THROUGH 
EVERYTHING YOU HAVE IN YOUR CLOSET(S) AND 
WEEDING OUT THINGS YOU AREN’T WEARING 
OR NO LONGER NEED. BE SURE TO PRINT THIS 
CHECKLIST OUT SO YOU KNOW WHAT YOU NEED.
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closet editing in-depth
Rolling Rack & Hangers
You can complete this entire process without matching 
hangers or a rolling rack.

The rolling rack makes it easier to pull everything out and 
see what you have. It keeps your clothing on hangers 
so you don’t have to take time to hang them again. But, 
again, it’s optional. 

The matching hangers are an investment that will 
transform the way your closet looks. It helps you create 
your very own boutique-like space that will feel quite 
peaceful and lovely. I think they are worth EVERY penny. 
But, again, you can complete this process without them.

This Type for Shirts and Dresses

This Type for Pants and Skirts

"
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Buy 100 
Hangers 
for every 
3 feet of 
hanging 
space.
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questions to ask yourself
Is this piece in great shape?
If it’s ripped, faded, discolored or bleached, has moth holes, 
or permanent pit stains or other stains, get rid of it.

Does this garment fit  
and flatter my body now?
Ask yourself if it fits and flatters your body…RIGHT NOW.  
Not in a year when you slim down, but now.
•   Don’t keep the “skinny” jeans…or the jeans you’ll wear 

when you lose a few pounds. It’s a reminder of the weight 
you haven’t lost. Depressing!

•   With differing store sizes or vanity sizing, it’s okay to keep 
one size up and one size down… as long as they fit or 
almost fit.

Have I worn it in the last two years?
If you haven’t worn something in two years, are you really 
going to wear it?? Exceptions include leather, cashmere, 
special occasion dresses and sentimental pieces.

Does it bring me joy or 
do I feel cute when I wear it?
I’ve always asked clients while editing their closets, do you 
feel cute in this?? You should feel cute in EVERYTHING...
including pajamas, activewear, loungewear. If you don’t… 
time to part with it. Marie Kondo reminds you to ask if the 
garment sparks joy. Similar questions and concepts.

Special Occasion Items
There’s no reason to keep these unless you truly love them. 
Donate them and let someone else enjoy these beautiful 
pieces! Exceptions include wedding dresses or anything  
that is very close to your heart.

You should EDIT your closet one to two times a year during 
the change of seasons. Once in fall and once in spring.

VIDEO
If you are a visual learner, you’ll appreciate this video  
(https://youtu.be/fx_sMIyO93w) where I walk you through  
the closet editing process in my own closet. My master  
closet is SO tiny, it’s a constant battle for me to keep it 
organized. I have to swap out pieces seasonally just to  
have enough room and even then, it’s a struggle.


